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Myosin Va (myoV) and myosin VI (myoVI) are processive molecular
motors that transport cargo in opposite directions on actin tracks.
Because these motors may bind to the same cargo in vivo, we
developed an in vitro “tug of war” to characterize the stepping
dynamics of single quantum-dot-labeled myoV and myoVI motors
linked to a common cargo. MyoV dominates its myoVI partner 79%
of the time. Regardless of which motor wins, its stepping rate
slows due to the resistive load of the losing motor (myoV, 2.1 pN;
myoVI, 1.4 pN). Interestingly, the losing motor steps backward in
synchrony with the winning motor. With ADP present, myoVI acts
as an anchor to prevent myoV from stepping forward. This model
system emphasizes the physical communication between opposing
motors bound to a common cargo and highlights the potential for
modulating this interaction by changes in the cell’s ionic milieu.

intracellular transport ∣ motility assay ∣ processivity ∣ single molecule
biophysics

Intracellular cargo transport relies on at least two classes of myo-
sin molecular motors to navigate the actin cytoskeleton. Class

V (myoV) and class VI (myoVI) myosins are double-headed
motors that transport cargo in opposite directions along polarized
actin filament tracks (1, 2). These motors convert the energy of
ATP hydrolysis into force and motion and in doing so step pro-
cessively on actin in a hand-over-hand fashion. With the plus-
ends of actin filaments oriented toward the cell periphery, myoV
transport contributes to exocytosis, whereas myoVI transport is
critical to endocytosis (1, 2). Ensembles of molecular motors
share the responsibility for transporting a single vesicle. For
example, approximately 60 myoV motors coat a melanosome,
although a smaller number is likely to be engaged with the track
at any given time (3). Transport can also be bidirectional when
oppositely directed motors are operative, as for axonal transport
by the microtubule-based motors, kinesin and dynein (4, 5). With
myoV and myoVI colocalizing to organelles (6, 7), these motors
may engage in a virtual tug of war. If so, how do these oppositely
directed myosin motors mechanically interact so that cargo is
efficiently delivered to its destination?

Individual motors within a transport ensemble may coordinate,
cooperate, or mechanically impede one another, but determining
by which mode they operate is complicated by the cargo geome-
try, the number and directionality of engaged motors, and the
physical challenges presented by the dense actin cytoskeleton.
Therefore, investigators have designed in vitro experiments to
limit the number of coupled motors so that mechanistic modeling
efforts were tractable (8–11). For these models, the velocity and
direction of cargo transport generated by ensembles of antago-
nistic motors depended solely on the relative number of motors
pulling in either direction (12, 13). The mechanical interactions
between motors and the resultant stepping dynamics of each
motor within the ensemble were beyond the predictive capacity
of these models. Therefore, we developed an in vitro model
system in which a single myoV molecule was physically linked
to an oppositely directed single myoVI through a common cargo

in order to characterize the mechanical interactions during this
virtual tug of war. Using different color fluorescent quantum dots
(Qdots) to label each motor, we unambiguously determined each
motor’s stepping dynamics with nanometer resolution. This mod-
el system is more biologically relevant because the mechanical
interactions and resistive loads occur between the cargo-bound
motors rather than being applied through, for example, an optical
trap (14–18). Here, we report that myoV is the dominant motor
and that, as myoVI resists, it steps backward in coordination with
myoV’s forward steps. Although myoV dominating suggests that
intracellular cargo transport would be unidirectional when equal
numbers of both motors are present, myoVI can prevent myoV
from dominating by myoVI shifting its role from transporter to
anchor in the presence of ADP, thus, potentially linking cargo
transport to the cell’s metabolic state (19).

Results
MyoVandMyoVI Coupled Motor Complex.The stepping dynamics of
coupled myoVand myoVI motors were observed by labeling one
myoV head with a green Qdot (λ ¼ 565 nm) and by labeling
the exchangeable calmodulin on myoVI’s IQ domain with a red
Qdot (λ ¼ 655 nm) (Fig. 1A). Because myoVand myoVI travel to
opposite ends of an actin filament, we determined the dominant
motor within a myoV∶myoVI complex by defining the barbed end
of actin with gelsolin and an antigelsolin antibody-conjugated
Qdot (λ ¼ 655 nm) (Fig. 1 A and B, and Movies S1–S3). For each
complex, run length and directional velocity were measured,
where positive velocity indicated movement toward the barbed
end of actin (i.e., dominated by myoV), whereas negative veloci-
ties indicated movement toward the pointed end (i.e., dominated
by myoVI).

At a myoV∶myoVI∶Qdot-cargo conjugation ratio of 1∶1∶1,
the velocity distribution for the 115 complexes analyzed was well
described (R2 ¼ 0.88) by three distinct populations (Fig. 1C). The
majority of these complexes (79%; 91∕115) moved in the positive
direction, confirming that myoV predominated, whereas only
21% (24∕115) of these complexes were dominated by myoVI.
For comparison, the velocity distributions for single myoV and
single myoVI motors are plotted in Fig. 1C. Because the velocity
(341� 69 nm∕s, N ¼ 23) for the less frequent population of
myoV∶myoVI complexes dominated by myoVequaled (p > 0.05)
that of a single myoV motor (378� 82 nm∕s,N ¼ 78), it was pos-
sible that at the 1∶1∶1 myoV∶myoVI∶Qdot-cargo conjugation
ratio, two myoV were bound to the Qdot cargo. We estimated
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this probability at 10% based on experiments that determined
how many motors existed within a complex through Qdot fluor-
escence intensity measurements (see SI Text and Fig. S1D). To
further characterize the impact of having multiple motors of one
kind attached to the Qdot cargo, we determined the velocity dis-
tribution for a myoV∶myoVI∶Qdot-cargo conjugation ratio of
2∶1∶1, where the probability of having two myoV motors linked
to a single myoVI was increased to 26% (Fig. S1E). This conju-
gation ratio resulted in 92% (i.e., 54∕59) of the complexes being
dominated by myoV (Fig. S2B), whereas at a 1∶2∶1 ratio, where
the probability of having two myoVI motors linked to a single
myoV was increased (Fig. S1E), 40% (i.e., 22∕55) of the com-
plexes were then dominated by myoVI (Fig. S2C). Therefore,
conjugation ratios that resulted in complexes having two myoV
or two myoVI led to dramatic shifts between the two populations
at the opposite ends of the distributions (Fig. S2 A–D).

The largest population of complexes at the 1∶1∶1 ratio that
was dominated by myoV moved 3.7-fold slower (101� 57 nm∕s,
N ¼ 68; p < 0.05) than myoValone and was the least affected by
conjugation ratio (Fig. S2 A–C). These most likely represented a
single myoV winning against a single myoVI. In contrast, for the
21% of total complexes dominated by myoVI at the 1∶1∶1 ratio
(Fig. 1C), there was only one population with a velocity 2.2-fold
slower (−68� 50 nm∕s, N ¼ 23; p < 0.05) than myoVI alone

(−146� 51 nm∕s, N ¼ 76). Although a second population domi-
nated by myoVI was not observed, half of these complexes were
most likely associated with two myoVI attached to the Qdot cargo
given the 10% probability for this scenario (see SI Text and
Fig. S1).

The run length distributions for complexes that demonstrated
slower velocities than that of a single motor were compared to
single motors that traveled in the same direction (Fig. S3). For
complexes that moved toward the pointed end (540� 90 nm,
N ¼ 24), there was no difference (p > 0.05) compared to the
characteristic run length of a single myoVI motor (580� 90 nm,
N ¼ 76) (Fig. S3A). For complexes that moved toward the barbed
end, the characteristic run length (625� 110 nm, N ¼ 68)
was reduced 1.8-fold (p < 0.05) compared to myoV alone
(1;120� 103 nm, N ¼ 78) (Fig. S3B).

Coupled MyoV and MyoVI Motors Coordinate Their Stepping. With
the motors individually Qdot-labeled, the stepping of each motor
as it related to its coupled partner was determined. As controls,
the step size and lifetimes for single myoV and single myoVI
motors were characterized. As expected, when only one myoV
head was labeled (20, 21), 72� 12 nm (N ¼ 139) steps were
observed (Fig. 2 A and C), which moved the motor’s center of
mass by half that amount—i.e., approximately 36 nm. No back-
ward steps were detected. The lifetime of each myoV step was
87� 16 ms (Fig. 2E) (i.e., giving a 11.5 s−1 stepping rate). For
myoVI alone, the forward step sizes were broadly distributed
(−63� 20 nm, N ¼ 101) with the appearance of occasional back-
steps of 47� 15 nm (N ¼ 8) (Fig. 2 B and D). This stepping pat-
tern is believed to be a property of myoVI’s inherent flexibility
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Fig. 1. MyoV∶myoVI complex movement on actin filaments. (A) Illustration
of experimental design drawn to scale. MyoV and myoVI were labeled with
green and red streptavidin-functionalized Qdots, respectively, and linked to-
gether by a third anti-GFP antibody-coated Qdot (gray). The gelsolin-seeded
actin filament was labeled at its barbed end using an antigelsolin antibody
coupled to an anti-mouse IgG conjugated Qdot (red). (B) Sequential images
of a myoV∶myoVI complex (small red and green adjacent Qdots) moving on a
polarity marked actin filament (green) toward the barbed end marked with
red stationary Qdot (see Materials and Methods). The horizontal length of
each image is 1.6 μm and time in seconds shown in the lower left corner.
(C) Velocity distribution of myoV∶myoVI complexes at 2 mMATP (○). Positive
velocities are indicative of travel toward barbed end. The histogram for com-
plexes (N ¼ 115) at myoV∶myoVI∶Qdot-cargo ratio of 1∶1∶1 was fitted to
three Gaussian populations with mean� SD velocities as follows (from left):
−68� 50, 101� 57, and 341� 69 nm∕s. As controls, the velocity distributions
of myoVI (red) and myoV (green) alone are plotted with values of
146� 51 nm∕s (N ¼ 76) and 378� 82 nm∕s (N ¼ 78), respectively. For illustra-
tion purposes, these myoVI and myoV individual motor distributions are
scaled to match the minor populations of the myoV∶myoVI complexes.
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Fig. 2. Stepping characteristics of myoV and myoVI at 2 mM ATP. Displace-
ment versus time traces of myoV (A) and myoVI (B) with steps identified
by step finding routine in red. (C) Forward step-size distribution for single
myoV (72� 12 nm, N ¼ 139). (D) Forward and backward step sizes for a sin-
gle myoVI [−63� 20 nm (N ¼ 101), 47� 15 nm (N ¼ 8), respectively]. (E and
F) Step lifetime distributions of single myoV and myoVI (87� 16 ms, N ¼ 154;
222� 24 ms, N ¼ 110, respectively).
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within the tail that allows the motor to take such long steps with
short lever arms (22). The forward step lifetime of 222� 24 ms
(N ¼ 110) (Fig. 2F) resulted in a myoVI stepping rate of 4.5 s−1.

For the 115 myoV∶myoVI complexes that contributed to the
velocity distribution at the 1∶1∶1 conjugation ratio (Fig. 1C), only
42 complexes exhibited clearly discernable steps from both mo-
tors simultaneously (Fig. 3A, B). Choosing these complexes elimi-
nated those having a 2∶1 ratio of motor types, where the spatial
overlap of the point spread functions from two motors with the
same color Qdot prevented steps from being detected (Fig. S2 E
and F). For the 42 complexes analyzed, 34 were drawn from the
predominant population that was dominated by myoV, which still
took 70� 28 nm (N ¼ 177) forward steps, although more broadly
distributed and with 3.5-fold longer step lifetimes (303� 33 ms,
N ¼ 190) when compared to myoV alone (Fig. 3 C and E). In
contrast to unloaded conditions where backsteps were rarely ob-
served for a single myoV (14), 20% of the steps (43∕220) taken by
the dominant myoV motor were −63� 15 nm backsteps (Fig. 3 A
and C). Interestingly, in the same complex, the linked myoVI mo-
tor walked continuously backward with 63� 37 nm (N ¼ 72) steps
and took occasional −58� 25 nm (N ¼ 18) forward steps that
coincided with myoV’s backsteps (Fig. 3A and Fig. S4C).

A similar scenario was observed for the 8 out of 42 complexes
for which myoVI dominated (Fig. 3B). In this case, myoVI took
−57� 30 nm (N ¼ 82) forward steps and 49� 30 (N ¼ 9) back-
steps, both of which were indistinguishable (p > 0.05) from the
steps that a single myoVI took by itself (Figs. 2D and 3D). How-
ever, the forward step lifetimes (438� 43 ms, N ¼ 92) were 2.0

times longer than myoVI alone (Figs. 2F and 3F). Once again, the
losing motor, in this case myoV, took 68� 28 nm (N ¼ 74) back-
ward steps continuously (Fig. 3B and Fig. S4A). When the myoVI
occasionally stepped backward during a run, myoV responded
with a 66� 23 nm (N ¼ 11) forward step (Fig. 3B and Fig. S4A).

Analysis of the spatial relationship and timing between steps
of the opposing motors in the myoV∶myoVI complex provided
further insight to their mechanical interactions. Regardless of
the dominant motor, the two motors either maintained a constant
separation distance between Qdot labels (Fig. 4 A and B) or al-
ternated between short and long separation distances (Fig. 4 C
and D). To emphasize this spatial pattern, the interhead distance
between Qdot labels for each step was determined and then the
difference in this distance value between two consecutive steps
calculated (i.e., pairwise difference). When analyzed in this man-
ner, the histogram of pairwise differences when myoV dominated
was best described by 3 Gaussians (R2 ¼ 0.89) (Fig. 4E) with a
similar distribution (R2 ¼ 0.90) whenmyoVI dominated (Fig. 4F).
The pairwise differences near 0 nm resulted from complexes
where the two motors maintained a constant interhead distance
within a run (Fig. 4 A and B), whereas the larger positive and
negative pairwise differences reflected those complexes where the
interhead separation alternated between steps (Fig. 4 C and D). In
addition, for those complexes where the interhead distance re-
mained constant within a run, the lead time or lag time between
when the winning motor took its step relative to the losing motor
was within 19� 53 ms (N ¼ 71) (Fig. S5). Another measure of
motor coordination was estimated by calculating the peak normal-
ized cross-correlation between displacement versus time traces
for the coupled myoVand myoVI motors. This quantity represents
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Fig. 3. Stepping characteristics of myoV∶myoVI complex. (A) When myoV
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myoV dominates, its step lifetime is 303� 33 ms (N ¼ 190). (F) When myoVI
dominates, its step lifetime is 438� 43 ms (N ¼ 92).
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the similarity between two time dependent signals independent of
phase, with a value of one indicating identical stepping. Nine traces
with a total of 100 steps yielded an average peak cross-correlation
of 0.98� 0.01.

Although the stepping dynamics of the two motors are highly
coordinated in many cases, 13% of the original 115 complexes
at the 1∶1∶1 conjugation ratio demonstrated more complicated
stepping behaviors. For example, during a single step in Fig. S6A,
the myoV head remained stationary while the myoVI head
switched between two well-defined positions, a potential case
where myoVI attempted to step forward, but was unable to, due
to the resistance of the myoV motor. Another example was one in
which the myoVI head appeared to be exploring space in a diffu-
sional search (Fig. S6B) or to be dragging behindmyoV (Fig. S6C).

Effects of ADP on Linked MyoV∶MyoVI Transport. We explored the
potential for changes in ADP concentration to shift the motor
dominance to myoVI, based on the differential effects that ele-
vated ADP has on myoV and myoVI processivity (23, 24) and
the ability of myoVI to act as an anchor in the presence of ADP
and resistive load (23). As controls, the percentage of stationary
motors on actin, the velocities, and the run lengths for both myoV
and myoVI were determined independently in the presence of
varying ADP and 2-mM saturating ATP. As previously observed
for myoV (24), both velocity and run length were reduced with
increasing ADP (p < 0.05) (Fig. 5 A and B). In contrast, the myo-
VI run length (Fig. 5B) increased significantly at 50 μM ADP
(p < 0.05) without any effect on velocity (Fig. 5A), similar to pre-
vious studies (25). Increasing ADP to 500 μM restored the myoVI
run length to that seen in the absence of ADP (p > 0.05),
although velocity decreased 1.92-fold (Fig. 5A). The enhanced
or unchanged run length for myoVI in the presence of ADP,
coupled to the reduction seen with myoV, may put myoVI at
an advantage to dominate within a myoV∶myoVI complex. Inter-
estingly, with increasing ADP concentration, the percentage of
stationary complexes on actin was greater than either motor by
itself (17.2� 3.7%, total N ¼ 2;121 at all ADP concentrations)
and increased from 40% at 0 μM to 90%at 500 μMADP (Fig. 5E).
For the same ADP concentrations, the percentage of total com-
plexes that were motile and dominated by myoV decreased from
44% at 0 μM to only 6% at 500 μM ADP (Fig. 5E). Upon closer
inspection of these seemingly stationary complexes in the pre-
sence of ADP, myoVI maintained a fixed position on actin for ex-
tended periods of time, whereas myoVappeared to be in dynamic
stall and took multiple forward and backward steps (Fig. 5F).

Discussion
We developed an in vitro model system that physically linked a
single myoVand a single myoVI to a common cargo. As these two
classes of motors attempted to carry the same cargo in opposite
directions, we characterized the stepping dynamics of each motor
to determine how mechanical interactions between motors re-
sulted in myoV winning this tug of war most of the time and
how changes in ADP concentration switched myoVI’s role from
transporter to anchor.

Why Does MyoV Dominate over MyoVI During Cargo Transport? A
simple explanation for why myoV dominated 79% of the motile
myoV∶myoVI complexes is that myoV may generate higher stall
forces. However, with similar stall forces (1.5–3 pN) for both
myoV (14, 17, 26) and myoVI (16, 23, 27), other factors such
as the resistive force that each motor imposes on its partner must
be considered.

When myoV dominated, its forward step duration was pro-
longed 3.5-fold and it began taking backsteps 20% of the time
(Fig. 3 C and E). In the absence of resistive load, myoV rarely
(0.3% probability) takes a backstep (14), with none observed
in this study. Therefore, knowing how resistive load (14) affects

myoV’s backstep probability (Fig. S7A) and myoV’s forward
step duration (Fig. S7B), we estimate that myoVI resists with
1.25–1.40 pN. By a similar analysis we estimate myoV’s resistive
load to myoVI as 2.0–2.1 pN (see Fig. S7C).

As the losing motor walks backward in presumably a hand-
over-hand manner (20, 21, 28–30), the winning motor must
generate sufficient force to detach the leading head of the losing
motor, as well as reverse the powerstroke of the trailing head
(Fig. 6). Ishiwata and coworkers (15) measured the unbinding
force of single-headed S1 constructs of myoV (4.0 pN) and myo-
VI (2.6 pN) in the presence of 1 mM ADP. Assuming that the
leading heads of both myoV and myoVI are strongly bound to
actin with ADP in the active site (25, 31), the 1.54 greater force
needed to unbind myoV is remarkably similar to the approxi-
mately 1.50 greater resistive loads we estimate above. With myoV
and myoVI having similar stall forces, we propose that the motor
requiring a higher unbinding force will resist being pulled back-
ward to a greater extent, increasing its probability of dominating,
which in this case is myoV. This prediction is in agreement with
assumptions in a stochastic tug-of-war model developed by
Muller et al. (12) in which the direction of cargo transport driven
by two groups of opposing molecular motors is governed by the
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Fig. 5. ADP effects on the processive movement of myoV, myoVI, and
myoV∶myoVI complexes. For panels A–D, the number in parentheses is
the number of runs. Asterisks indicate statistical significance in comparison
to 0 μM ADP (p < 0.05). (A) Velocities of myoV (green) and myoVI (red) in the
presence of 2 mM ATP and varying ADP as the mean� SD. (B) Characteristic
run lengths of myoV (green) and myoVI (red) in the presence of 2 mM ATP
and varying ADP as the mean� SE. (C) Velocities of myoV∶myoVI complexes
whenmyoV dominates (dark green) and whenmyoVI dominates (dark red) in
the presence of 2 mM ATP and varying ADP as the mean� SD. (D) Character-
istic run lengths of myoV∶myoVI complexes when myoV dominates (dark
green) and when myoVI dominates (dark red) in the presence of 2 mM
ATP and varying ADP as the mean� SE. (E) Percentage of the total complexes
interacting with actin that are stationary (gray), motile and dominated by
myoV (dark green), and motile and dominated by myoVI (dark red) with
the total number of complexes in parentheses in the presence of 2 mM
ATP and varying ADP. (F) MyoVI acting as an anchor in presence of 2 mM
ATP and 500 μM ADP. MyoVI (red) maintained a fixed position while myoV
(green) appeared stalled while taking multiple forward and backward steps.
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comparative strength of the two motors; defined for each motor
as f ¼ Fs∕Fd, where Fs is the stall force and Fd is the force re-
quired to detach the motor from its track. With Fs the same for
the two motors, Fd becomes the only factor that distinguishes
these two motors as we predicted above. Although our simple
model is predictive, the data presented here could be the founda-
tion for a more formal quantitative and mechanistic model that
goes beyond the coordination of a single myoV linked to a single
myoVI in order to explain cargo transport by a mixed population
of the two motor types.

MyoVI dominated in 21% of the cases, but based on the dis-
cussion above it is not apparent why myoVIU would ever win. We
can account for at least half of these due to the presence of two
myoVI being bound to the cargo (see SI Text and Fig. S1). A
potential scenario for the other half is that, although the illustra-
tion presented in Fig. 1A shows the two motors aligned along the
top of the actin filament, it is possible that the motors travel along
the lateral faces of the actin filament but on opposite sides, as
recently observed for processive myoV by atomic force micro-
scopy (32). If so, then the linkage between the two motors would
straddle the actin filament, imposing an off-axis load to each
motor. Ishiwata and coworkers (33) recently reported that, in re-
sponse to certain angles of off-axis resistive loading, myoV took
fewer processive steps, which they attribute to the off-axis sensi-
tivity of the myoV unbinding force (i.e., Fd). Therefore, for the
cases where myoVI dominated, potential off-axis resistive loading
may have reduced myoV’s Fd.

MyoV and MyoVI Coordinate Their Stepping. Analysis of the timing
between steps (Fig. S5) and the stepping patterns (Fig. 4) of each
motor in the complex suggest that the losing motor coordinates
its backward stepping with the forward steps of the dominant
motor. Fig. 6 is a to-scale illustration of the complex when myoV
dominates, with two potential scenarios for motor labeling. With
the actin filament adhered to the coverslip surface and due to the
dimensions of the motors and Qdot, we propose that the number

of actin-binding sites available to both motors should be limited
so that motors are centered 72-nm apart. Secondly, given that the
motor Qdot labeling is random, either the leading or the trailing
head will be labeled (see Fig. 6). The stepping pattern associated
with these two scenarios is classified as either “in-phase” or “out-
of-phase.” For the in-phase scenario, by appearance both motors
have the same relative head labeled. Therefore, when myoV steps
forward and myoVI follows by stepping backward, the distance
between two labeled heads is always maintained at 72 nm (Fig. 6,
Left). For the out-of-phase case, the motors are labeled on oppo-
site heads so as the motors step coordinately, the distance between
Qdots will alternate between 108 and 36 nm (Fig. 6, Right). Both
situations were observed experimentally (Fig. 4 A–D). For these
two scenarios, the pairwise difference in the interhead separation
should always be approximately 0 nm for the in-phase case (Fig. 6,
Left), while alternating between þ72 and −72 nm for the out-
of-phase case (Fig. 6, Right). Given that these values agree with
the three populations defined by the pairwise difference histogram
(Fig. 4 E and F), the positions of the two motors are spatially well
defined, and the dominant motor forces the losing motor to step
backward in a coordinated and a synchronous manner (see Results).

The coordinated stepping suggests that the myoV and myoVI
motors must be physically coupled through a rigid linkage, other-
wise the timing signals for step synchronization (Fig. S5) would
not be communicated. Coordination could result from step
changes in the linkage tension that may occur if the winning
motor was to step first (i.e., link tension rises) versus the losing
motor taking its backstep first (i.e., link tension falls). This sce-
nario could explain why the winning motor’s step is equally dis-
tributed between it leading and lagging the step of the losing
motor (Fig. S5). Interestingly, the steady-state linkage tension
and putative communication signals must have been maintained
constant for the entire run because there was no evidence for a
winning motor becoming a losing motor for more than one step.
With greater motor numbers and with the physical properties
of the cargo itself being dynamic, motor coordination and syn-
chronization will be muted, leading to bidirectional transport
within a run as observed for axonal transport (34) and modeled
as shifts in the winning population of motors (13).

Implications for Regulating Cargo Transport in Vivo. The ability of
one molecular motor to dominate its oppositely directed partner
raises questions of how opposing motors attached to intracellular
cargo are regulated to ensure proper cargo delivery. Regulation
could involve modulating the processive properties of the indivi-
dual motors or varying the number of motors of a given type. For
example, previous studies suggest that myoVI in the presence of
ADP and resistive load switches roles from cargo transporter to
anchor (23). This shift to a prolonged strongly bound state is due
to resistive load increasing myoVI’s sensitivity for ADP while de-
creasing that for ATP (23). When the ADP concentration was
increased in the presence of 2 mM ATP, the most dramatic effect
in our assay was that the percentage of stationary myoV∶myoVI
complexes on actin increased (i.e., up to 90% at 500 μM ADP),
which was not the case for the individual motors under identical
conditions. When the individual motors within the complex were
monitored under this condition, myoVI maintained its position
while myoV was dynamically stalled stepping forward and back-
ward (Fig. 5F). Thus, myoVI can effectively anchor the cargo in
the presence of micromolar ADP concentrations that are physio-
logical (19, 35–37), which implies that the differential effects of
ADP on myoVand myoVI (see Fig. 5 A and B) could serve as an
in vivo regulator that links myoVI function to the metabolic state
of the cell (19).

Varying the number of a given motor type could be accom-
plished by regulating the active state of one motor type relative to
the other (38). We varied the motor number in vitro by altering
the myoV∶myoVI∶Qdot-cargo conjugation ratio, which shifted

In-phase Out-of-phase

Step 1-Step 2

72-72=0 nm

Step 2-Step 3

Undetectable

Step 1-Step 2

108-36= +72 nm

Step 2-Step 3

36-108=-72 nm

Step 1

72 nm 108 nm

72 nm 36 nm

72 nm 108 nm

Step 2

Step 3

Fig. 6. Stepping patterns within a myoV∶myoVI complex. A model of
coordinated stepping patterns for three consecutive steps (e.g., when myoV
wins the tug of war) classified into In-Phase and Out-of-Phase based on the
position of the label for the two motors (see text for details). For in-phase
stepping, the distance between the two labeled heads will always be same
(i.e., 72 nm) in every processive step. However, for out-of-phase stepping, this
distance will alternate between long and short distances (i.e., 108 and
36 nm).
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whether myoV or myoVI was the dominant motor (Fig. S2 A–C).
Such shifts in motor numbers may occur in vivo, for example, by
local increases in calcium concentration in response to external
stimuli, which would inhibit myoV processivity as observed in vitro
(39, 40). In addition, the actin tracks on which the motors travel,
through actin-binding proteins, could differentially impact differ-
ent classes of myosin motors. As recently reported (41), the differ-
ential localization of tropomyosin in yeast can enhance the activity
of two class V myosins (Myo51p andMyo52p) while inhibiting that
of a class I myosin (Myo1p), providing a means for spatially reg-
ulating myosin function and cargo delivery. A similar mechanism
has been proposed for regulating kinesin/dynein transport on
microtubules via the presence of tau-protein binding to the micro-
tubule (42). Modifiers that alter the number of engaged motors in
effect would eliminate or bias (43–45) the inherent tug of war that
would exist between opposing motors as observed in this study.

Future efforts to define the various regulatory mechanisms
that govern intracellular transport will benefit from parallel in
vitro single molecule biophysical and in vivo cell biological ap-
proaches. Building complexity in vitro should allow the impact
of motor number and type, the size and physical properties of
the cargo itself, and modifications to the tracks on which the
motors travel, to be characterized. In addition, with intracellular
fluorescent labeling and tracking of individual motors and cargo
to which they are attached now possible (46), defining the
dynamic roles that each motor plays and how these roles are regu-
lated while sharing transport duties with partner motors should
be within reach.

Materials and Methods
Protein Expression and Purification. A double-headed myoV heavy meromyo-
sin construct was engineered by truncating the full length mouse heavy chain
at residue 1098, followed by a YFP and a FLAG epitope tag at the C terminus
to facilitate purification after expression in the Baculovirus/Sf9 cell system, as
described previously (24, 47). The construct also contained an N-terminal bio-
tin tag which consists of 87 amino acids residues (Met70-Glu156) from the
Escherichia coli biotin carboxyl carrier protein, which is biotinated at a single
lysine during expression in Sf9 cells (48). The biotin tag was used for attach-
ment to streptavidin-conjugated Qdots (Invitrogen). The myoV construct was
coexpressed with a calcium-insensitive calmodulin (CamΔall) as described
previously (49).

For the double-headed myoVI construct, the porcine myoVI cDNA was
truncated at Arg-994 (50), sequentially followed by an eGFP cDNA (Clontech),
a leucine zipper (GCN4) to ensure dimerization, and then a FLAG tag at the C
terminus to facilitate purification. This construct was expressed in Sf9 cells, as
described previously (16, 51). The myoVI neck contains a single IQ motif,
which binds an exchangeable calmodulin (CaM) (52, 53). Therefore a bio-
tin-tagged CaM was expressed and exchanged onto the myoVI molecule
for specific labeling with streptavidin-Qdots as described previously (30).

Buffer composition is as follows: Buffer A, 25 mM imidazole (pH 7.4),
4 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM DTT; Buffer B, Buffer A plus
1 mg∕mL BSA; Buffer C, 25 mM imidazole (pH 7.4), 4 mMMgCl2, 1 mM EGTA,
300 mM KCl, 10 mM DTT; Buffer D, Buffer B plus 2 mM ATP.

Polarity Marked Actin Filaments. To determine actin filament polarity, actin
polymerization was initiated off of gelsolin-actin fragments. These frag-
ments were formed by mixing 10 μL of 1 μM gelsolin (Cytoskeleton, Inc.) and
10 μL of 2 μM monomeric globular (G) actin in G-actin buffer (2 mM Tris-Cl,
0.2 mM CaCl2, 0.2 mM ATP, pH 7.6) and then incubated overnight at 4 °C.
These fragments were labeled with Qdots that were conjugated to antigel-
solin antibodies as follows: 2 μM mouse antigelsolin antibody (Sigma) was
mixed with an equal volume of 1 μM goat Fðab0Þ2 anti-mouse IgG conju-
gated-Qdot (Invitrogen; emission 655 nm, red) in G-actin buffer and incu-
bated for 1–2 h on ice. To label the fragments, equal volumes of gelsolin-
actin fragments and antibody-coated Qdots were mixed and then incubated
for 2 h on ice. The mixture was diluted fivefold in G-actin buffer to a final
Qdot and actin concentrations of 0.1 and 0.2 μM, respectively. Then G actin
was added to the mixture to a final actin concentration of 2.4 μM with actin
filaments formed by adding KCl to a final concentration of 50 mM and in-
cubating for an hour at room temperature, resulting in short actin filaments
that were Qdot labeled at the gelsolin or barbed end of the filament. To cre-
ate long actin filaments, at this point we added 3–5 μM filamentous actin that

then annealed to the ends of the Qdot-labeled shorter filaments. These fila-
ments were then labeled with TRITC-phalloidin (Invitrogen) at an equimolar
phalloidin to actin ratio in Buffer A and incubated for an hour at room tem-
perature and then stored at 4 °C.

MyoV∶MyoVI Complex Formation. The myoV∶myoVI complex consisted of in-
dividual myoV and myoVI motors that were labeled with different color
Qdots and then were linked together through a third Qdot that served as
a cargo (Fig. 1A). The individual motors were first Qdot labeled. For myoV,
we mixed 4 μL of 1 μM streptavidin-Qdots from the commercial stock (Invi-
trogen: emission 565 nm; green) to 1 μL of 1 μM myoV in Buffer B. After
10 min of incubation on ice, we added biotin (Sigma) in Buffer A to a final
concentration of 40 μM to block any unoccupied biotin-binding sites on the
streptavidin-Qdot. MyoVI was labeled similarly but with a different color
streptavidin-Qdot (Invitrogen; emission 655 nm; red). We used a third Qdot
as a cargo to which the myoV and myoVI motors were attached via the
C-terminal YFP on myoV and GFP on myoVI. Therefore, goat Fðab0Þ2 anti-
mouse IgG conjugated-Qdots (Invitrogen; emission 800 nm, which are visibly
silent in our imaging system) were initially conjugated to anti-GFP antibodies
(Invitrogen; 3E6) at a Qdot∶antibodymolar ratio of 1∶3.4 in Buffer A for 2–3 h
on ice. Finally, the myoV∶myoVI∶Qdot-cargo complex was formed by mixing
green Qdot-labeled myoV, red Qdot-labeled myoVI, and antibody-coated
Qdot cargo at a 1∶1∶1 molar ratio and incubated 30 min on ice.

Motility Assay. The myoV∶myoVI complex movement was observed in a 20-μL
flowcell, constructed from glass coverslips and then placed on a microscope
stage (see below). First, 20 μL of N-ethylmaleimide-modified myosin (54) at
0.5 mg∕mL in Buffer C was introduced for 2 min to create the attachment
strategy for actin filaments, followed by a Buffer A wash. Then 20 μL of
1 mg∕mL BSA in Buffer B was incubated for 2 min, followed by a Buffer
A wash. Then the polarity marked actin filaments in Buffer A were infused
into the flowcell and incubated for 2 min, followed by a Buffer D wash.
Then, the myoV∶myoVI∶Qdot-cargo complex was diluted in Buffer D (plus
0.1 mg∕mL CaM) to a final myoV concentration of 0.2–0.5 nM and then in-
fused into the flowcell.

Data Analysis. All motility experiments were performed at room temperature
(23� 1 °C) using a through the objective Total Internal Reflection Fluores-
cence Nikon TE2000 inverted microscope (100×, PlanApo 1.49 n.a.) as de-
scribed previously (55). Qdots and actin filaments were excited with an
488 nm argon laser. A dual view optical image splitter (Optical Insights)
was used for simultaneous dual-color imaging. Typically, 1,000 images were
captured at 15–60 frames∕s with 2 × 2 pixel binning (1 pixel ¼ 58.5 nm)
using an intensified CCD camera (XR Mega-10Z running Piper control
v2.3.14 software; Stanford Photonics). Image analysis was performed using
Image J 1.41o (National Institutes of Health). Qdots were tracked using
the SpotTracker 2D plugin to generate motion paths in two dimensions.
The spatial resolution of the imaging system was 6 nm, determined by track-
ing a stationary Qdot on a glass surface over 500 frames as described
previously (47). Digital images were corrected for color registration error
by using a piezoelectric microscope slide holder (Nano-LP-100-USB203; Mad
City Labs) to raster a 0.5-μm multicolored fluorescent microsphere (Ultra
Rainbow Fluorescent Particles; Spherotech) throughout the visual field to
map out the color registration error.

Run length and velocity were measured as described previously (56). In
brief, run lengths were measured from the appearance of the complex until
the run terminated. Run length distributions were fitted to pðxÞ ¼ Ae−x∕λ,
where λ is the characteristic run length constant, pðxÞ is the relative fre-
quency of the motor traveling a distance x, and A is a constant. The charac-
teristic run length estimate is reported as mean� SE of the parameter
estimate of the fit. Velocity was calculated as the run length∕run time with
the velocity distribution fitted to a Gaussian: y ¼ A expf−0.5½ðx − x0Þ∕b�2g,
where x0 is the mean velocity, b is the standard deviation, andA is a constant.
All velocities are reported as the mean� SD. Statistical significance was de-
termined using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for run length comparisons
(57) and the Student t test for velocity comparisons. Steps and their lifetimes
were identified in displacement versus time traces by an unbiased, statisti-
cally based routine (58). The step-size distributions were fitted to a Gaussian
as above and reported as mean� SD. The step lifetime histograms were fit by
FðtÞ ¼ tk2e−kt rather than a single exponential. Because the Qdot stepping
data reported the position of only one head, the step lifetime was that of the
labeled head combined with that of the unobserved step from the unlabeled
head, which was assumed to have occurred at the same rate, k (21, 55). Step
lifetimes are reported as 1∕k as the mean� SE of the parameter estimate
of the fit.
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